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In this work, we report on x-ray diffraction, electron spin resonance, and magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments performed onh-Na1.286V2O5. The x-ray data clearly reveal the existence, around 100 K, of a structural
second-order phase transition, stabilizing a superstructure associated with charge ordering. The complete su-
perstructure is determined from x-ray scattering data measured at 15 and 40 K. The low-temperature structure
remains centrosymmetric with space groupP2/c but with a doubledb lattice parameter. An analysis using
superspace symmetry shows that one of the vanadium atoms and its apical oxygen, namely the V7 and O7
atoms, are the most displaced. Two sites for V7 atoms are identified below the transition instead of one with the
formal valence of V4.51. We show that these two sites are occupied by V41 and V51, which corresponds to a
charge ordering. We suggest that this transition is driven by electronic repulsions. The magnetic measurements
give additional evidence for this transition and for the opening of a spin gap at low temperature. This is
discussed in conjunction with superstructure formation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.094102 PACS number~s!: 61.10.2i, 76.30.2v, 71.27.1a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum magnetism is nowadays a fashionable topi
the physics of condensed matter. This is related to the ex
magnetic properties observed in low-dimensional quan
spin systems. Initially, most of the studies were dealing w
Cu21-based materials owing to the structural and electro
relationships with high-Tc superconducting layere
cuprates.1–3 Recently however, interest moved to V41 and
Ti31, both ions with a 3d1 configuration (S51

2 ).4,5 In this
context, the sodium-vanadium-oxygen phase diagram
been the subject of intense research. The most striking
ample is the quarter-filled ladder system6 a8-NaV2O5. Inter-
est in this phase arose not only from the fact that this co
pound presents a low-temperature spin-gapped phaseT
534 K ~Ref. 4! but especially from the appearance of
concomitant charge ordering effect—all the vanadium io
are in the valence state14.5 at high temperature,6,7 whereas
there is evidence for three different valences14, 14.5, 15
from x-ray scattering experiments8 at low temperature. If a
controversy remained for a while on the nature of the cha
ordering ~partial or total depending on experiments!,7,8

anomalous x-ray diffraction experiments9 and ab initio
calculations10 have given a clue, indicating that the tot
charge ordering occurring on the modulated rungs is actu
small: 2d tot50.05e2.
0163-1829/2004/69~9!/094102~11!/$22.50 69 0941
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Recently, the detailed study of the zone of the diagr
richer in vanadium V41 has led to the structural characte
ization of the vanadium oxide bronzeh-Na1.286V2O5.11,12

This phase, which can also be denoted by the stoichiome
formula Na9V14O35, crystallizes at room temperature in th
monoclinic system~space groupP2/c) with an original
structure built up of layers consisting of VO5 square pyra-
mids sharing edges and corners, with their apical oxyg
pointing up and down alternately to form double strings
the @100# direction~Fig. 1!. These double strings are isolate
in the@001# direction via VO4 tetrahedra. A peculiar point fo
Na9V14O35 is that the double strings have a stairlike sha
with a step every ten VO5 square pyramids. The Na atom
are distributed between the layers. It is worth noting th
these layers contain V41, V4.51, and V51 ions.

The magnetic susceptibility of Na9V14O35 was reported to
exhibit a spin gap behavior,12 whereas its crystal structur
was quite different from any structure of low-dimension
spin-gap systems, namely, a spin-ladder system, a dimer
tem, or an alternate chain system. As its susceptibility cu
could not be fitted12 by theoretical equations for spin-ga
systems, Na9V14O35 was considered as a new type of low
dimensional systems. A tentative explanation for this sp
gap behavior was then proposed by Whangbo and Ko13

The spin-dimer analysis of Na9V14O35 led them to the con-
clusion that the V10O30 chains of this compound are topo
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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logically equivalent to a fused chain of 10-node rings. Ho
ever, we believe on general grounds that this cannot be
case, as discussed in the last section. In addition, this ex
nation does not take into account the anomalous kink
served around 100 K in the susceptibility curve.12,14 In order
to understand this anomalous behavior, we have underta
single-crystal x-ray diffraction experiments at low
temperature combined with complementary magnetic s
ceptibility and electron spin resonance~ESR! measurements

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Synthesis: Crystal growth

Single crystals of Na9V14O35 were synthesized in two
steps: first, powder samples were prepared in a gold cruc
by a solid-state reaction as follows. A stoichiometric mixtu
of V2O3, V2O5, and NaVO3 was ground in an agate morta
and then annealed in a vacuum-sealed quartz tube at 62
for 12 h. In a second step, single crystals were grown fr
the melt by maintaining the powder for 6 h at 700 °C, and
then following this by a slow cooling down to 650 °C at
rate of 2 °C/h.

B. Magnetic measurements

As far as the magnetic measurements are concerned
susceptibility of Na9V14O35 samples was measured as a fun
tion of temperature, between 1.8 and 330 K, in a field of 1
using a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer. In addit
single crystals were studied by ESR spectroscopy betw
4.2 and 300 K, using a Bruker EMX spectrometer operat
in the X band (n59.635 GHz!.

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Projection of theT5300 K Na9V14O35

structure onto~010! ~polyhedra representation!. The numbers 1–7
represent the nonequivalent vanadium atoms Vi ( i 5127). The V1
and V2 (V51) atoms are in a tetrahedral coordination, the Vi ( i
5326,V41) are in square pyramids of O atoms. The V7 (V4.51)
are in smaller square pyramids.
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C. X-ray diffraction

Preliminary x-ray diffraction experiments were first ca
ried out with the so-called fixed-film–fixed-crystal method
order to detect a structural change. Accurate measurem
were then performed using a three-circle diffractome
Monochromatic x rays (l51.5418 Å! Cu Ka were obtained
from either a classical tube or from a rotating anode~12 kW
generator!. The setups were equipped with closed-cycle h
lium cryostats operating from 300 K down to 15 K. A sing
crystal of size 130.830.1 mm3 was studied.

The photographic study showed the appearance be
Tc5100 K of superstructure reflections at the reduced w

vectorqc5(0,1
2 ,0), indicating the occurrence of a structur

phase transition resulting in the doubling of the unit cell
theb direction. The diffractometric study confirmed this fir
result. The superstructure spots were found to have the s
half width at half maximum~HWHM! as that for the main
Bragg reflections~1.69, 0.22, and 0.26 nm21 in the a* , b* ,
and c* directions, respectively!, indicating the stabilization
of a long-range order belowTc . Figure 2 shows the pea
intensity of the (1 3.54) and (13.54) superstructure reflec
tions as a function of temperature. These curves gradu
changed during the experiment. At the beginning of the
periment, the structural phase transition was observed atTc ,
as evidenced by the continuous increase of the intensity
low Tc typical of a second-order phase transition.15 Two days
or one week later, a gradual decrease of the low-tempera
intensity was observed. A possible origin for this pheno
enon could be an effect of irradiation, although this is rar
observed in inorganic systems in such experimental co
tions. Another possibility could also be a stress effect sin
in our experiment, the sample was fixed with silver dag a
hence was not free to move while undergoing its structu
phase transition.

This second-order transition is announced by a siza
regime of fluctuations, as evidenced by the presence of br
diffuse scattering around theqc wave vector aboveTc . Fig-

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Peak intensity of the symmetry equiva
lent ~1 3.54) ~full symbols! and~1 3.5 4) ~open circles! superstruc-
ture reflections as a function of temperature, at the beginning of
experiment~circles!, two days ~diamond!, and one week~open
circles! later.
2-2
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ure 3 displays the temperature dependence of the HWH
around the~1 3.54) reciprocal position. Upon heating, th
HWHMs deviate from their low-temperature value at;100
K, with an increase rate strongly dependent on the direct
In a simple Ginzburg-Landau approach, the correlat
lengths of these pretransitional fluctuations are equal to
inverse of the HWHMs, deconvoluted from the instrumen
resolution. Figure 3 clearly shows that the correlation leng
along the in-plane directionsa* andc* become smaller than
the unit-cell dimensions~1.52 nm and 2.077 nm! only 5–10
K above the transition temperature. At variance, the corr
tion lengths along theb* directions reach 2 nm at 120 K
which is still about 4b. This shows that this phase transitio
has a one-dimensional character, and that the driving forc
the instability is mainly in theb direction. These surprising
results called for the refinement of the low-temperature str
ture of Na9V14O35.

Therefore, single-crystal x-ray measurements were
formed at 15 K and 40 K. Since the results are quite simi
in the following only the results at 40 K will be presente
~the data at 15 K are given in supplementary material16!. A
needlelike single crystal was mounted on an Xcalibur C
diffractometer ~Oxford Diffraction! using graphite mono-
chromated MoKa (l50.710 73 Å) radiation. The tempera
ture was controlled using a helium gas cryostream co
~Helijet Oxford Cryosystems!. A crystal-to-detector distanc
of 60 mm was set for the measurement.

The lattice parameters of the basic-structure unit cel
both temperatures were determined with the standard diff
tometer softwareCRYSALIS RED~Ref. 17! from a peak search
over the measured raw images. A monoclinic lattice w
found with a515.2006~8! Å, b55.0001~3! Å, c520.776~1!
Å, b5109.128~6!° and a515.2008~8! Å, b54.9989~3! Å,
c520.766~1! Å, b5109.118~6!° for 15 and 40 K, respec
tively. As the additional reflections were very weak in com
parison with the main reflections, the values of the modu
tion vector parameters were estimated by analyzing
reconstructed layers.

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Half width at half maximum of the~1 3.5
4) scattering in thea* ~diamond!, b* ~full circle!, and c* ~open
circle! directions as a function of temperature.
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A comparison of thehk0 layer atT591 K @preliminary
single x-ray diffraction study with a crystal mounted on
Xcalibur CCD diffractometer equipped with a nitrogen g
cryostream cooler~Cryojet Oxford Cryosystems!# and T
540 K is given in Fig. 4. All the reflections observed on th
collected frames were indexed with four integershklm ac-
cording to the four-dimensional base18,19 H5ha* 1kb*
1 lc* 1mq where a* ,b* ,c* are the reciprocal axes of th
basic structure andq is the modulation vector. The mai
reflections havem50. The commensurate values of th
modulation vector parameters~0,1

2 ,0! were verified with the
programNADA.20 As the structure is commensurately mod
lated, the diffracted intensities can be interpreted as a pro
tion from the ~311!-dimensional superspace into thre
dimensional physical space and then indexed by f
integershklm, as well as a classical three-dimensional d
fraction pattern and then be indexed by three integershkl.
Both approaches were performed but the superspace des
tion of the structure was finally preferred. Indeed, the use
higher-dimension crystallography has several advanta
over the three-dimensional~3D! approach; it allows~i! a
unique description of the various existing phases of crys
undergoing phase transitions and~ii ! in some cases, usuall
when satellite reflections are very weak and cannot be
served up to high orders, a much better control of the num
of refined parameters in terms of the number of modulat
waves ~in a 3D approach the refinement of the maximu
number of parameters would lead to parameter correlatio!.
Whatever the description of a commensurate structure~by
modulation functions or in the supercell! they should be
equivalent. Therefore the number of refined parame
should be the same in both approaches.21

The extraction of intensities from the measured raw i
ages was done with the standard diffractometer softw
CRYSALIS RED.17 As a result of integration, the intensities an
s of all reflectionshklmwere obtained. The integrated inten
sities were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effec

FIG. 4. Reciprocal layerhk0 reconstructed from the frames o
the data collections using the standard diffractometer softw
CRYSALIS RED~Ref. 17!: ~a! at 91 K,~b! at 40 K. The superstructure
reflections are marked by arrows.~c! Detail of ~a! with gray scale
multiplied by 15 to enhance the low-intensity phenomena at 91
Holes appear in the reconstructed layers because the data c
tions did not cover the whole Ewald sphere and because of the b
regions inherent to the collection method. .
2-3
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TABLE I. Experimental details.

Temperature~K!

15~2! 40~1!

Crystal data
Chemical formula Na9V14O35 —
Chemical formula weight~g mol21) 1480 —
Cell setting, superspace group Monoclinic,P2/c~0b0!00 —
a, b, c ~Å! 15.2006~8!, 5.0001~3!, 20.776~1! 15.2008~8!, 4.9989~3!, 20.766~1!

b (deg) 109.128~6! 109.118~6!

V ~Å 3) 1491.9~2! 1490.9~2!

Z 2 —
Dx ~Mg m23) 3.29 —
m (mm21) 4.424 —
Crystal form, color Needle, metallic dark blue —
Crystal size~mm! 0.8930.1430.118 —
Modulation vector q50.502~6! b* q50.499~4! b*

Data collection
Radiation type MoKa —
Diffractometer Xcalibur CCD —
Data collection method v scans —
Absorption correction Gaussian —
Tmin 0.251 0.245
Tmax 0.627 0.624
No. of measured, independent and observed reflections 32594, 12847, 5175 32589, 12832, 512
No. of main reflections 3626 3628
No. of satellite reflections 1549 1498
Rint 0.0797 0.0785
umax (deg) 31.19 31.26
Range ofh,k,l,m 221→21 —

27→7 —
228→29 —
21→1 —

Refinement
Refinement on F —
Criterion for observed reflections I .3s(I ) —
Weighting scheme w51/@s2(F)10.0049F2# —
Extinction correction Becker and Coppensa type 1 Gaussian isotropic —
Extinction coefficient 0.24~4! 0.22 ~4!

R, wR, S ~all reflections! 0.0451, 0.0996, 1.21 0.0465, 0.1038, 1.26
R, wR ~main reflections! 0.0395, 0.0773 0.0402, 0.0742
R, wR ~satellites! 0.1178, 0.1895 0.1333, 0.2053
(D/s) max 0.0047 0.0015
Drmax, Drmin (e Å 23) 2.19,21.79 1.92,21.86
No. of reflections and parameters used in refinement 5175, 350 5175, 350
Source of atomic scattering factors b

aReference 34.
bReference 19.
ap
ra

ec
on-
ose
in
Absorption was corrected analytically using the crystal sh
and the indices of the faces determined by the prog
MOVIE.17

The crystal data as well as the conditions for data coll
tion and refinement are summarized in Table I.
09410
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III. STRUCTURE DETERMINATION AND REFINEMENT

The systematic extinctions were derived from the rec
structed images of reciprocal-lattice planes such as th
shown in Fig. 4. The appearance of main reflections is
2-4
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agreement with the space groupP2/c, and the satellite re-
flections appear only for those main reflections allowed
this space group. The additional reflections do not introd
other systematic absences and are then in agreement wit
extinction rule (h0l0,l 52n), which leads toP2/c~0b0!00
as the superspace group.19,22 From the magnitude of the sa
ellites one can estimate that the atomic displacements f
the room-temperature structure will be small. Consequen
the structure refinement of the basic structure was initia
with the model obtained at room temperature11 using the
programJANA2000.23 The contribution of the satellite reflec
tions is neglected in this step, only main reflections are us

These refinements using anisotropic displacement par
eters converged toR~obs/all!50.0396/0.0446 andwR~obs/
all!50.0737/0.0800 for 3628 reflections.R~obs! refers to re-
flections with I .3s(I ). In total 264 parameters have bee
refined. The average structure obtained was quite simila
the model determined at room temperature, except for
atomic displacement parameters, which were in accorda
with low-temperature measurements. The V atoms at site
exhibited, however, the most anisotropic displacement
rameters withU22.5U11 andU22.2.5U33 at both tempera-
tures. It is interesting to note that the vanadium on this
was in the partial oxidation state V4.51 at room temperature
The O atoms at the oxygen apical site O7 showed very
isotropic displacement parameters withU22.1.75U11 and
U22.2U33 as well. This led us to assume that the modu
tion has basically a displacive character and mainly affe
the positions of V7 atoms and of their nearest neighb
along the@010# direction.

This average model was used as a starting point for
refinement of the modulated structure. The modulation w
determined by the refinement of all independent modula
amplitudes against the intensities of the main reflections
first-order satellites. The modulation function of a comme
surate structure is defined only in points corresponding tN
positions of relevant atoms in anN-fold superstructure (N
52 in our case!. Therefore it can be completely described
a finite Fourier expansion. Because of the commensur
ness, we have to find the value oft 0 corresponding to the
true structure,21,24 wheret 0 denotes the starting phase of th
commensurate modulation function. The correctt 0, defining
the symmetry of the superstructure, has to be determ
from the refinement. Subsequently, in a trial-and-error p
cess, several models with different symmetry were tried.
each model, we included step by step one wave for a dis
cive modulation for each atom.

The best solution was obtained with a simple harmo
displacement of all atoms. The value oft 0 yielding the best
fit between the observed and calculated structure factors
1
4 . This means that the modulation functions of each at
can only be interpreted along the internal space25,26 at t5 1

4

and 3
4 . The symmetry of the superstructure on the cor

spondinga32b3c supercell is then equivalent to that of th
P2/c space group, but the translational symmetry of theb
lattice spacing, which kept the crystal invariant at room te
perature, is no longer a symmetry at low temperature. T
structural phase transition is therefore characterized by s
metry breaking, which is typical of a second-order transiti
09410
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Because of the missing second-order reflections, it w
sufficient to include the first-order harmonics in the refin
ments. Only the components of the amplitude of the s
term were refined. The final refinement converged
R50.0465 for all observed reflections (R50.0402 for the
main andR50.1333 for the satellite reflections!. The results
of the refinement of the commensurately modulated struc
are given in Tables II and III.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure at low temperature

The main contribution to the intensity of the satellite r
flections originates from the deviation of the V atoms at t
site V7 from their average position. Among the V atoms, t
V7 atom displays by far the largest modulated amplitu
The O7-atom position, which is the apical oxygen site of V
has larger amplitudes~see Table III!, but because of its rela
tively weak scattering factor, its contribution to the satell
intensity is less. Two Na atoms contribute also to the int
sity of the satellite reflections, namely, the Na1 and N
sites, which are close to the V7 site. The other atoms rem
almost fixed. The modulations mainly occur along the@010#
direction, indicating the longitudinal mode of displacemen
In terms of superstructure description, the number of at
sites is twice as large~one type of site is given fort5 1

4 and
the other fort5 3

4 ). Whereas most of the atoms are not d
placed from their average positions, the modulations g
rise to two distinct positions along theb axis for the atoms
V7, O7, Na1, and Na5.

The variations of the distances between the atoms for V
polyhedra are given for the two commensurate sectiont
5 1

4 and 3
4 ~Table IV!. The model obtained shows that th

V7-O7 bonds remain unchanged with respect to room te
perature. This means that V7 and O7 move in phase al
the @010# direction. On the other hand, as the other oxyg
atoms are almost not displaced from their average posit
one can clearly identify two types of V-O basal plane py
mid changes in the first coordination sphere of V7: an exp
sion ~for t5 1

4 ) and a contraction~for t5 3
4 ). As the formal

valence of V4.51 was assigned to the V7 site at room tem
perature, we attribute the formal valence state V41 to the
expanded pyramid containing the first kind of V7 positio
and the oxidation state V51 to the contracted pyramid con
taining the second type of V7 position. This hypothesis w
confirmed with the calculation of the valences of V sites a
function of t using the bond-valence method.27 The results of
this analysis are reported in Table V. The alternation of
two kinds of V7 sites along theb axis results in a sequenc
41, 51, 41, 51, . . . for theatoms on V7~Fig. 5!. It is worth
noting that the V7 atoms move in opposite directions fro
one plane to another with regard to their position at ro
temperature. This leads to two types of distances between
apical oxygen O7 and the V7 atoms of the next lay
3.314~2! Å for V41 to apical O-V51 and 3.550~2! Å for V51

to apical O-V41 at 40 K in comparison with 3.463~2! Å at
room temperature.

Moreover, according to the symmetry of the superspa

the centers of symmetry located on~000! and (01
2 0) are lost,
2-5
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TABLE II. Final values of coordinates and Fourier amplitudes of the displacive modulation functio
T540 K for vanadium and sodium atoms@Ueq5(1/3)( i( jU

i j aiajai•aj ; s,1 are components of the sin
term, first-order harmonic#.

Atom Wave x y z Ueq ~Å 2)

V1 0.14480~3! 0.91803~9! 0.81787~2! 0.00508~16!

s,1 20.00113(2) 20.00032~6! 0.000036~15!

V2 0.40282~3! 0.85589~10! 0.76873~2! 0.00505~16!

s,1 20.00045~2! 20.00111~6! 20.000601~16!

V3 0.48754~3! 0.90038~9! 0.56432~2! 0.00448~18!

s,1 20.00015~2! 20.00149~5! 20.000076~16!

V4 0.06343~4! 0.91179~10! 0.65011~3! 0.00454~16!

s,1 20.00008~2! 0.00054~6! 20.000230~15!

V5 0.69864~3! 0.89702~9! 0.52276~3! 0.00456~17!

s,1 20.00021~2! 20.00056~5! 20.000240~16!

V6 0.27545~3! 0.90018~10! 0.60612~3! 0.00465~18!

s,1 20.00078~2! 0.00011~5! 20.001012~16!

V7 0.90709~3! 0.88108~9! 0.47778~2! 0.00526~15!

s,1 0.00073~2! 0.01244~6! 0.000638~16!

Na1 0 0.3982~3! 0.75 0.0079~5!

s,1 0 0.0127~6! 0
Na2 0.21803~8! 0.3815~2! 0.70002~6! 0.0079~4!

s,1 0.00362~13! 20.0009~4! 0.00391~10!

Na3 0.43283~9! 0.3723~2! 0.65457~7! 0.0071~4!

s,1 0.00396~12! 20.0024~3! 0.00299~9!

Na4 0.65263~8! 0.3720~2! 0.61771~6! 0.0079~4!

s,1 0.00292~12! 0.0032~4! 0.00252~9!

Na5 0.87020~9! 0.3546~2! 0.57851~6! 0.0087~4!

s,1 20.00010~11! 0.0158~3! 0.00364~8!
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and only those located on (01
4 0) and (03

4 0) remain, i.e.,
those that are out of the layers defined by the V polyhed
The VO5 square pyramids pointing up and down along
double string in the same layer are therefore no lon
equivalent below the transition, whereas they were equ
lent 232 by symmetry at room temperature. This is partic
larly relevant for the adjacent pyramids containing the
atoms. Indeed, these adjacent pyramids correspond to
two types of pyramids observed above, i.e., the expan
one and the contracted one~Fig. 6!. This results in a peculia
charge ordering along the infinite double strings in the~a,c!
planes. Indeed, on the ten VO5 square pyramids along th
double strings in the stairlike shape, nine V cations are in
oxidation state V41 and one, which is located at the corner
the double string, is in the V51 state@Fig. 5~a!#. The distance
between V7 atoms of adjacent pyramids remains unchan
@2.9225~8! Å at 40 K compared with 2.9230~9! Å at room
temperature#.

As mentioned earlier, the modulations are not restric
only to the V7 and O7 atom sites. The Na atoms close to
V7 atoms, i.e., the Na1 and Na5 sites, are also displa
along the @010# direction with respect to their averag
position. However, their displacements are smaller th
those observed for V7 and O7@bny(Na1).60.075(1)
Å, bny(Na5).60.150(1) Å, bny(V7/O7).60.300(1)
Å #. Like the V7 atoms along theb axis, they move in op-
posite directions from one layer to another@Fig. 5~b!#. This
09410
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leads to the alternation of two interlayer distances for e
type of these Na sites: 4.970~2! Å and 5.028~2! Å for Na1-
Na1, and 4.940~2! Å and 5.059~2! Å for Na5-Na5 at 40 K
instead of the unique interplane distance of 5.032~2! Å for
Na1-Na1, Na5-Na5 at room temperature. Besides, it is in
esting to note that the Na1 and Na5 atoms on both side
the pyramids containing the V7 atoms in the oxidation st
V41 approach V7, whereas those located on both sides o
pyramids containing the V7 atoms in the oxidation state V51

move away from these@Fig. 5~b!#. Two Na1-Na5 distances
can be noticed: 3.458~1! and 3.476~1! Å at 40 K instead of
3.459~1! Å at room temperature. The bond lengths for Na
polyhedra for the two commensurate sectionst5 1

4 and 3
4 are

given in Table VI. According to the most displaced atom
the largest variations of the distances between the atoms
observed for the Na1-O and Na5-O polyhedra.

These results show that the low-temperature phase
Na9V14O35 is characterized by a three-dimensional order
of the V41 or V51 atoms on the V7 site, which correspond
to a charge ordering. Moreover, it is noteworthy that t
correlation lengths measured by diffuse scattering ve
jb.jc.ja , which indicates that the local charge ordering
more extended when the V-V distance is small. These fa
are consistent with a phase transition driven by Coulo
forces, and reinforces the conclusion that it is a char
ordering transition in nature.
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TABLE III. Final values of coordinates and Fourier amplitudes of the displacive modulation functio
T540 K for oxygen atoms@Ueq5(1/3)( i( jU

i j aiajai•aj ; s,1 are components of the sine term, first-ord
harmonic#.

Atom Wave x y z Ueq ~Å 2)

O1 0.14065~15! 0.5890~4! 0.81996~11! 0.0083~6!

s,1 20.0067~3! 20.0004~8! 20.0005~2!

O2 0.33496~14! 0.6178~4! 0.78089~10! 0.0080~6!

s,1 20.0033~2! 20.0053~7! 20.00336~16!

O3 0.49936~15! 0.5826~4! 0.57956~12! 0.0077~6!

s,1 20.0051~3! 20.0061~9! 20.0019~2!

O4 0.06237~15! 0.5890~4! 0.65566~11! 0.0080~6!

s,1 20.0043~3! 0.0017~8! 20.0052~2!

O5 0.70838~15! 0.5785~4! 0.53444~12! 0.0079~6!

s,1 20.0010~3! 20.0012~9! 20.0034~2!

O6 0.28666~15! 0.5821~4! 0.62129~11! 0.0073~6!

s,1 20.0078~3! 20.0049~9! 20.0080~2!

O7 0.90235~14! 0.5659~4! 0.48849~11! 0.0086~6!

s,1 0.0117~4! 0.0532~11! 0.0018~3!

O8 0.5 0.6875~5! 0.75 0.0065~7!

s,1 0 20.0020~5! 0
O9 0.76352~14! 0.0406~4! 0.61441~10! 0.0072~6!

s,1 0.00114~8! 0.0003~2! 20.00007~6!

O10 0.55343~14! 0.0484~4! 0.65925~10! 0.0072~6!

s,1 0.00023~8! 0.0002~2! 0.00023~6!

O11 0.34695~14! 0.0501~4! 0.69898~10! 0.0065~6!

s,1 0.00012~8! 20.0017~2! 0.00017~6!

O12 0.14559~13! 0.0322~4! 0.73900~10! 0.0072~6!

s,1 0.00042~8! 20.0038~2! 0.00065~6!

O13 0.04293~13! 0.0413~4! 0.82775~10! 0.0069~6!

s,1 20.00104~8! 0.0034~2! 0.00004~6!

O14 0.16220~13! 0.0347~4! 0.61653~10! 0.0069~6!

s,1 0.00018~8! 0.0014~2! 0.00035~6!

O15 0.37307~14! 0.0335~4! 0.57428~10! 0.0064~6!

s,1 0.00024~8! 0.0012~2! 0.00011~6!

O16 0.58470~14! 0.0386~4! 0.53243~10! 0.0062~6!

s,1 0.00068~8! 20.0021~2! 0.00050~6!

O17 0.79828~13! 0.0290~4! 0.49057~10! 0.0062~6!

s,1 0.00078~7! 0.0001~2! 20.00046~6!

O18 0.00871~13! 0.0315~4! 0.94268~10! 0.0068~5!

s,1 0.00328~8! 20.0014~2! 0.00050~6!
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B. Magnetic results

In the light of the structural results, we have further e
amined the magnetic behavior of Na9V14O35. The magnetic
susceptibility data of a typical sample of this compound
plotted in Fig. 7. The sample was first cooled down to 1.8
and then the data were acquired upon heating under a m
netic field of 1 T. The raw data curve, represented by o
diamonds and to which we shall refer asx raw, is similar to
what was found by Isobeet al.12 for this compound.x raw
goes through a maximum at about 105 K and shows a s
but evident and reproducible kink at 102 K. We associate
feature with the structural and charge ordering transition
cussed above. Below this temperature, the susceptibility
creases rapidly down to about 7 K, and then increases at
09410
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low temperatures owing to the presence of impurities in
sample. Indeed, we have checked the origin of this lo
temperature increase by fitting the low-temperature d
points to a Curie-Weiss law,x imp5piC/(T2u), where pi

would represent the concentration of impurities present. T
ing C50.365 cm3 K mol21 (S5 1

2 ,g51.973), the fitting
procedure givespi50.0053 and an antiferromagnetic Curi
Weiss temperatureu523.35 K. The susceptibility of these
impurities,x imp , is shown as a solid line in Fig. 7. By sub
tractingx imp from x raw, we then obtain the susceptibility,x,
of the pure Na9V14O35 phase, represented in Fig. 7 by op
circles. It is clear that this corrected susceptibility goes
zero at very low temperatures, indicating the presence o
spin gap in the system.
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Additional information on the magnetic properties
Na9V14O35 comes from the ESR data. Indeed, the ESR te
nique, being a local probe, allows us, along with other
vantages, to distinguish between the signals of different m
netic species present in the sample. Figure 8 shows a s
of X-band spectra taken between 10 K and 320 K on a sin
crystal of Na9V14O35, the static magnetic field,H, being
applied in the direction perpendicular to the (x,z) plane of
the structure.

Two aspects may be noted in this series of spectra:
general trend followed by the ESR intensity while the te
perature is lowered~a gradual increase followed by a mo
rapid decrease!, and the appearance, at low temperature
an additional signal, different from the main one. We
tribute this additional signal to the impurities present in t
sample and which we mentioned above. The spin susce
bility deduced from the ESR data by double integration
the ESR signal is shown in Fig. 9. The similarity betwe

TABLE IV. Bond lengths~Å! for V-O polyhedra at 40 K. Sym-
metry codes:~i! 12x,11y,3/22z; ~ii ! x,11y,z; ~iii ! 12x,12y,1
2z; ~iv! 2x,11y,3/22z; ~v! 11x,12y,21/21z.

Commensuratet sections

0.25 0.75

V1-O1 1.651~2! 1.643~2!
V1-O9(i) 1.737~2! 1.733~2!
V1-O12(ii ) 1.744~3! 1.732~3!
V1-O13(ii ) 1.733~3! 1.747~3!
V2-O2 1.644~2! 1.651~2!
V2-O8 1.8510~1! 1.8468~1!
V2-O10(i) 1.716~2! 1.721~2!
V2-O11(ii ) 1.724~2! 1.714~2!
V3-O3 1.620~2! 1.616~2!
V3-O10(ii ) 2.036~2! 2.035~2!
V3-O15(ii ) 1.934~3! 1.938~3!
V3-O16(ii ) 1.932~3! 1.935~3!
V3-O16(iii ) 1.977~2! 1.968~2!
V4-O4 1.622~2! 1.615~2!
V4-O12(ii ) 1.953~2! 1.955~2!
V4-O13(iv) 1.941~3! 1.923~3!
V4-O14(ii ) 1.953~3! 1.947~3!
V4-O18(iv) 1.957~2! 1.988~2!
V5-O5 1.614~2! 1.606~2!
V5-O9(ii ) 1.971~2! 1.968~2!
V5-O15(iii ) 1.980~2! 1.985~2!
V5-O16(ii ) 1.949~3! 1.934~3!
V5-O17(ii ) 1.943~3! 1.975~3!
V6-O6 1.617~2! 1.621~2!
V6-O11(ii ) 2.014~2! 2.030~2!
V6-O14(ii ) 1.923~3! 1.927~3!
V6-O15(ii ) 1.929~3! 1.931~3!
V6-O17(iii ) 1.991~2! 1.979~2!
V7-O7 1.598~2! 1.594~2!
V7-O14(iii ) 1.939~2! 1.947~2!
V7-O17(ii ) 1.940~3! 1.877~3!
V7-O18(i) 1.955~2! 1.814~2!
V7-O18(v) 2.018~3! 1.907~3!
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this curve and that shown in Fig. 7 confirms that the c
rected susceptibility shown in Fig. 7 can be wholly attribut
to the V41 ions of Na9V14O35. Furthermore, the room
temperatureg-factor values,g'51.931 andgi51.973, de-
duced from the ESR data forH perpendicular andH parallel
to the (x,z! plane, respectively, are typical of V41 ions in a
fivefold pyramidal environment~see, e.g., Choukrounet al.28

and Pashchenkoet al.29!.
In order to try to understand the origin of the spin gap

this system, we first tried to fit the low-temperature part
the susceptibility curve by the lawx5A(1/T)aexp( –D/T)
~inset of Fig. 7!, with a51

2 ~solid line! and a50 ~dashed
line!, the values appropriate for 1D and 2D systems,30 re-
spectively. The resulting values ofD came out to be 3561 K
for a51

2 and 2961 K for a50. For the high-temperature
part, we considered the simulations of the susceptibility of
n-spin ring ~with n even! of antiferromagnetically coupled
spin-12 ions ~see, e.g., Bonner and Fisher31! with J/k5195 K.
The simulation of the complete curve~not shown here in
order not to overload the figure!, obtained with the associa
tion of this value ofJ/k and the gap value obtained fora51

2 ,
corresponds to a number of spinsn522. Considering that
the magnetic unit cell in the low-temperature phase
Na9V14O35 contains 18 spins, this result indicates that t
exchange coupling between spins cannot have a unique v
as would be the case in a ring.

The opening of the spin gap at low temperature is
independent proof that there must be charge ordering.
deed, a general requirement for the occurrence of a ma
tization plateau, originally derived by Oshikawaet al.32 in
1D and generalized by Oshikawa33 in any dimension is that
Sn(12m) should be an integer, whereS is the spin~here1

2 ),
n the number of spins per unit cell of the magnetic mod
andm is the ratio of the magnetization to the saturation va
in the plateau. A spin gap is a special case withm50. Hence,
for spin 1

2 , a spin gap can only occur if the number of ma
netic sites per unit cell is even. In the high-temperature ph
of Na9V14O35, all finite-length ladders are magnetical
equivalent, and there are effectively 9 spins per unit cell
the magnetic model. Hence the system cannot be gap
contrary to the claim made by Whangbo and Koo13 regarding
the fused chain of 10-node rings. In the low-temperat
phase however, according to the present study, there

TABLE V. Bond-valence-sum analysis for V atoms o
Na9V14O35 at 40 K. (V41, r 051.784 Å ; V51, r 051.803 Å.! The
bold numbers underline the valence state (V41 or V51! attributed to
each vanadium site according to the bond-valence sum analys

Commensuratet sections
0.25 0.75

V41 V51 V41 V51

V1 4.83 5.08 4.86 5.12
V2 4.67 4.91 4.67 4.92
V3 3.99 4.20 4.01 4.23
V4 4.09 4.31 4.12 4.33
V5 4.06 4.28 4.07 4.28
V6 4.04 4.25 4.01 4.22
V7 4.13 4.35 4.73 4.98
2-8
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FIG. 5. ~Color online! ~a! Projection of theT540 K Na9V14O35

structure onto~010! below the transition. The oxidation state (41
or 51) of each vanadium atom along the double strings is in
cated.~b! View normal to the@001# direction of the area surrounde
in ~a!. This projection is represented in the supercell~bs52b). The
displacements of the V7 atoms are indicated by arrows. The
placements in phase of the apical oxygen O7 are not represente
clarity. In order to distinguish V7-O polyhedra from the other V-
polyhedra, open bonds have been used for V7-O bonds. Larg
lipsoı̈ds between the layers represent Na1 and Na5 atoms, ci
represent O atoms. The displacements of the Na1 and Na5 a
are represented by small arrows.

FIG. 6. Adjacent pyramids containing the V7 atoms. The arro
indicate the contraction and the expansion of those pyramids
respect to room temperature. The V7-V7 direction is along thb
axis. Symmetry symbols as in Table IV.
09410
doubling of the unit cell of the magnetic model due to char
ordering, and there are now 18 spins per unit cell. In t
respect, the magnetic properties are consistent with the s
tural determination of the low-temperature phase.

Beyond this qualitative statement, the precise mechan
of the gap opening will depend strongly on the value of t
exchange integrals. Given the rather large number of n
equivalent bonds, it is not possible at the moment to mak
reliable proposal. We just note, however, that the gap op
ing has to be due to some residual coupling beyond nea
and next-nearest-neighbor couplings between V41O5 pyra-
mids, because, with the structural distortion and charge
calization reported here, the effective model would otherw
consist of decoupled chains with 9 spins per unit cell~see
Fig. 10!. This remark is consistent with the fact that the g
is significantly smaller than the dominant couplings in t
system. A detailed analysis of this problem will be report
elsewhere.

TABLE VI. Bond lengths ~Å! for Na-O polyhedra at 40 K.
Symmetry codes:~vi! 2x,y,3/22z; ~vii ! 12x,y,3/22z.

Commensuratet sections

0.25 0.75

Na1-O1 2.354~2! 2.361~2!
Na1-O1(vi) 2.354~2! 2.361~2!
Na1-O4 2.605~3! 2.634~3!
Na1-O4(vi) 2.604~3! 2.634~3!
Na1-O12 2.959~3! 2.916~3!
Na1-O12(vi) 2.959~3! 2.916~3!
Na1-O13 2.348~3! 2.354~3!
Na1-O13(vi) 2.348~3! 2.354~3!
Na2-O2 2.330~2! 2.325~2!
Na2-O4 2.470~3! 2.467~3!
Na2-O6 2.425~3! 2.426~3!
Na2-O11 2.571~3! 2.572~3!
Na2-O12 2.356~3! 2.335~3!
Na2-O14 2.396~3! 2.407~3!
Na3-O3 2.378~3! 2.349~3!
Na3-O6 2.347~3! 2.347~3!
Na3-O8 2.477~2! 2.473~2!
Na3-O10 2.412~3! 2.436~3!
Na3-O11 2.440~3! 2.433~3!
Na3-O15 2.335~3! 2.348~3!
Na4-O2(vii ) 2.388~3! 2.394~3!
Na4-O3 2.440~3! 2.441~3!
Na4-O5 2.387~3! 2.402~3!
Na4-O9 2.391~3! 2.370~3!
Na4-O10 2.550~3! 2.544~3!
Na4-O16 2.409~3! 2.401~3!
Na5-O1(vii ) 2.450~3! 2.479~3!
Na5-O4 3.066~2! 3.069~2!
Na5-O5 2.565~2! 2.599~3!
Na5-O7 2.315~3! 2.357~3!
Na5-O9 2.526~3! 2.551~3!
Na5-O13(vii ) 2.521~2! 2.502~2!
Na5-O17 2.455~3! 2.393~3!
Na5-O18(vii ) 2.600~3! 2.586~3!
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V. CONCLUSION

With the help of low-temperature x-ray diffraction me
surements performed on single crystals of Na9V14O35, we

FIG. 7. The temperature dependence of the magnetic susc
bility of Na9V14O35 under a magnetic fieldH51 T. Open diamonds
represent the raw data,x raw; the solid line represents the impurit
contribution,x imp ; open circles represent the corrected suscepti
ity, x, defined asx5x raw2x imp . The inset shows an enlarge
view of the low-temperature corrected susceptibility, fitted with t
law x5A(1/T)aexp (2D/T), with a5

1
2 ~solid line! and a50

~dashed line!, the corresponding values ofD being 3561 K and
2961 K, respectively.

FIG. 8. A series of ESR spectra of Na9V14O35 taken in theX
band (n59.635 GHz! at various temperatures between 10 K a
320 K, the static magnetic field being perpendicular to the (x,z!
plane of the structure. The appearance of an additional signal a
temperature is attributed to impurities.
09410
have given evidence for the existence, around 100 K, o
structural second-order phase transition in this compou
resulting in the doubling of the unit cell in theb direction.
We have also shown that the superstructure formation is
sociated with an alternating charge ordering on the V7 si
Moreover, diffusion scattering measurements give evide
that the Coulomb repulsions are responsible for this tra
tion. The Na atoms, which ensure the balance of charges
sensitive to this charge ordering. On the other hand, the m
netic measurements are consistent with the structural
charge ordering transition, particularly by showing the ope
ing of a spin gap, which we have discussed in associa
with the doubling of the magnetic unit cell. Further studi
are now needed in order to precisely determine the excha
integrals between the various magnetic sites.

ti-

l-

w

FIG. 9. The temperature dependence of the susceptibility
Na9V14O35 as deduced from the ESR spectra by double integra
of the ESR signal.

FIG. 10. Sketch of a possible low-temperature magnetic mo
The very thin dashed line is the unit cell. The vanadium atoms
the oxidation state V51 in the double string are represented b
circles. The solid lines are the intraladder couplings, and the das
lines are the interladder couplings. Without these interladder c
plings, the system would be a collection of decoupled, gap
chains.
2-10
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